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I. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Let p be the matrix of a Markov chain, which will be thought of as 
transitions of balls in cells, where pij is the (stationary) probability that 
a ball in cell i will jump to cell i. 
With this chain we will associate an induced process 9 of transitions 
between state vectors. By a state vector x we mean a vector of non-negative 
integer components xi, where xi is the number of balls in the i-th cell. 
The induced Markov process unfolds as follows: at each instant of time 
every ball makes exactly one transition, according to the matrix p. This 
uniquely describes the change from the initial state vector x to a final 
state vector y. The entries of the matrix B are indexed by the pairs of 
state vectors x, y, and we write 9(x, p, y) for the x, y entry of the g-matrix 
associated with a given p, i.e. for the probability that the initial state 
vector x will transform into a final state vector y. 
By the content 1x1 of a state x we mean the number of balls in it, i.e., 
(1) Ix/ = 7 w 
Evidently in the infinite matrix 9 we have .9(x, p, y) = 0 unless Ix/= j yl. 
We shall, on occasion, wish to refer to just that finite submatrix of 9 
whose rows and columns are indexed by the states of a fixed content c. 
This submatrix will be called Yc. 
We were led to consider the matrices 9i’ by the fact that if I = (1, 1, . . . , 1) 
is the state with exactly one ball in each cell, then 
(2) 9(I, p, I) = Permanent (p). 
The permanent of p is therefore one diagonal entry of 8, and the other 
entries are generalizations of the permanent function. Furthermore, the 
mapping 
P --f Pi(P) 
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which assigns to each stochastic matrix the induced matrix described 
above is actually a homomorphism, so that 
This fact, which is obvious on probabilistic grounds and is proved formally 
below, led us to hope that additional light may be thrown upon the 
permanent function by exhibiting it as just one member of a suitable 
family of objects which behave in a nice algebraic way, cf. (3). 
This idea itself is not wholly new. The tensor product idea of MARCUS 
and NEWMAN [l] as well as the generalized permanents of SASSER and 
SLATER [2] are both attempts to do the same thing. We claim only the 
novelty of working in a natural probabilistic setting. 
In section II we derive generating functions for and properties of the 
matrices 9(p). Section III contains a generalization of an inequality 
already known for the permanent function to all of the elements of 9. 
We also obtain, in theorem 2, lower bounds for all of the diagonal elements 
of B(q) when q is doubly-stochastic and positive definite, again generalizing 
the proof in [l] of this case of the van der Waerden conjecture. Finally 
in section IV we observe that our formalism gives a nice generating 
function for the number of n x n matrices of O’s and l’s with given row 
and column sum vectors, from which inequalities and recurrence formulae 
may easily be obtained. 
II. PROPERTIES OF THE C&MATRICES 
In order to keep the formulas simple we introduce some notational 
shortcuts. If a and 6, are n-vectors, we write as for JJ a$ ; also a ! for J& a$ ! 
Similar notations are used when a and b are doubly-indexed i.e., are n x n 
matrices. The content of a vector a is Ial = (a, I) =z a$. Further, N(x, y) 
denotes the set of n x n matrices x of non-negative integers with row 
sum vector x and column sum vector y. These notations are effectively 
illustrated in our formulation of the multinomial formula: 
(4) c 
aXbx 1 
,x,=c x! . 
- = c? (a, b)e. 
The 8-matrices are formally defined by their generating function, i.e., 
the coefficient of tr is defined to be 9(x, p, y): 
(5) ($4” = c @‘(x7 P, r)t’- 
Y 
Clearly, 9(x, p, y) = 0 if 1x1 # Iyl, as (ppt)” is a homogeneous polynomial 
in t of degree Ix]. 
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LEMMA 1. If p is a Markov process, then PC is a Markov process, and 
P(x, p, y) is the probability of transition from state x to state y. 
PROOF. An examination of (4) shows that 9(x, p, y) > 5 as all coef- 
ficients in pt and (pt)” are non-negative. The row-sums of 9 are equal 
to 1: just set t =I in (5) ; the left side is lx = 1; the right side is the row 
sum : summation over all y with Iy] = 1x1. Observe, further, that the coef- 
ficient of tj in piltl+ . . . i-p& is the probability of transition for one ball 
from cell i to cell i; this linear polynomial is therefore the generating 
function for one ball in cell i. As products of generating functions give 
the probabilities of independent events (each ball jumps independently 
of the others), it follows that the generating function for transitions from 
the initial state x is obtained by multiplying the generating functions for 
all the balls. Hence, there are xi factors corresponding to the xi balls 
in cell 1, etc.; the result is the generating function (pt)“. 
LEMMA 2. The entries of 9 are given by 
(6) 
PROOF. Apply the multinomial formula to the i-th factor (pt)& in (5) : 
where the summation extends over all non-negative integers ~$1, . . ., zilz 
(the subscript i on zij is inactive at this stage) whose sum equals xi. IJpon 
taking the product for i = 1, . . . , n the left side produces l/x! (pt)“. The 
right side is multiplied out and the terms with the same powers of t are 
combined. The coefficient of ty is the sum of those terms for which 
23+22j+... +xnj=yj (j=l, . . . . n), 
hence this coefficient is the sum of all products nt,i p@j/ztij! for which 
the matrix z of exponents has row sum vector x and column sum vector y. 
In a formula: 
By (5), this proves (6). 
LEMMA 3. We have 
(7) 
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PROOF. Use (5): 
T 9(x, 234, YN’ = ((Pm” = (PkPP =T 9(X> P>4kw 
=T @‘(Xl P, 4 ; g;(z, 4, YW = 2 (2 =Tx, P, 4 Y(z, q, r))t’* 
Y 2 
As a corollary of (7) we see that the eigenvalues of 8, are obtainable 
from those of p : if h= (21, . . ., 1,) are those of p, then Ax, for 1x1 =c, are 
those of PC. Indeed, if p is diagonalizable: ~=NLY~, then gP,(d) is a 
diagonal matrix with entries 1~; the eigenvectors of PC(p) are the column 
vectors of PC(s). The determinant of gC(p) is 
(8) det PC(p) = a Xx = (Ai . . . 1,)m = (det p)m 
1x1 -c 
where 
“=;,E (x(= 
x c 
The equalities in (8) remain valid if p is not diagonalizable. 
LEMMA 4. We have 
(9) 
and 
e@.p*) = ;y ;f? 9(x, p, y) ux tY 
(10) 
and 
;=?x, P7, Y) = ; P(Y, PT, 4 
(11) 
PROOF. (10) and (11) follow at once from (6) or (9). To prove (9) 
take the right side and sum first on y ; then apply the multinomial formula 
of section II: 
(12) ~$“x(pt)“= 5 2 y = 2 i.5-p. 
c=o Ixl-c * c=o 
III. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE PERMANENT FUNCTION 
We apply Schwartz’s inequality to (8), after introducing suitable 
weights, to prove the following generalization of a theorem of MARCUS 
and NEWMAN [l]: 
THEOREM 1. 
(13) I * ;B(x, po4*, Y) 2 G I 1. JJ a@, PP*, 4 )I . + B(Y9 qq*, Y) * I 
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PROOF. If in (7) we replace q by q*, we get 
IWG PY”> Y)12 
= 12 {a 9(x, P> z,> (& mz, 4*3 Y)i I2 
I 
( 
1 
= 2 z! qx, p, z) x_: ?qz, p” i 4 
z z! Ii * 
; ; WG q*, Y) ; B(Y7 q, 4 
I 
= Ix! 9(x, PP*? x,> ($B(y, 44*9 Y)) 
where (11) and (7) have been used. 
In the special case x= y = I we get the result 
(14) IPer (234*)12< Per (w”) Per (44*) 
of [l], from which an upper bound for the permanent of the incidence 
matrix of a II - 7c-A configuration can be deduced as in [l]. 
In the other direction we obtain a generalized form of the van der 
Waerden conjecture in the case of positive-definite symmetric matrices 
(previously proved in [l] and [2]). 
THEOREM 2. We have, if p is stochastic, 
(15) 
and in particular 
(16) 
IFI! 
WC PPT, 4 > J-Jq 
Per (ppT)2 :I 
PROOF. 
9(x, ppT, x) = t: W, P, 4 -%z, pT, 4 (by (7)) 
z 
(17) 
=x! T $ Lqz, pT, x)2 (by (11)) 
The sum is over z such that IzJ = 1x1, SO 
(18) 
and from (5), 
(19) 
as in (5). Substitution of (19) and (18) into (17) yields the result stated. 
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IV. COMBINATORIAL CONSEQUENCES 
The representation (4) of 9 is interesting in itself because it involves 
a sum over the class M(x, y) of matrices of nonnegative entries with row 
and column sum vectors x, y respectively. A well-known combinatorial 
problem of some standing calls for determining the behavior of 
(20) 94x9 Y)= z‘ 1 
Mk Y) 
i.e., the number of matrices in the class M(x, y). 
The following generating function was first derived from (4), but it is 
easier to prove it directly. 
THEOREM 3. The generating function of pn(x, y) is 
(21) fi (l-uivj)-l=x~ f&(X, y)zF?Y. 
i.i=l 
PROOF. The left side is 
(22) n (l+uzvj+U~2vj2+...). 
i,i=l 
Let z be an n x n matrix of nonnegative integer entries. Prom the i, j 
factor of (22) select the term (urvj)%. We see that to each such matrix x 
there corresponds a term on the right side of (21), namely, 
-g (u~vj)%=ul% . . . Un5Vl% ,.. Vn% 
where x, y are the row and column sum vectors of 2, QED. 
Let %?(x, y) denote the set of n x n matrices whose entries are 0 or 1, 
and whose row and column sum vectors are x, y. Let C&,(X, y) = # $!(x, y). 
The determination of yn(x, y) is also of considerable interest. By arguing 
as above one can easily see that 
(23) fi (l+urvj)=~y g&(x, y)uxvy. 
i.j=l 
We note a few consequences of (21), (23). Let f(x) <g(x) mean that the 
formal power series of a f is coefficient-by-coefficient dominated by the 
one for g. Then since 
we observe that 
1 
(lfuivj) <eWi <<- 1-uivj 
and multiplying over i, j = 1, . . . , n 
2 hk Y) uxvY < exp {(I zca) (2 Uj)} < 2 %(X, y) uxvy 
X.Y 
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which is to say that 
pink Y)< x+ G<n(X, Y) (Ixl= IYI =m). . . 
A combinatorial interpretation of the left hand inequality in (24) is 
given by O’NEIL [3]. 
By logarithmic differentiation of (23) it is easy to find the recurrence 
In (25), i can have any fixed value 1 <i cn, and rni denotes an n-vector 
with m in the ith component and O’s in the others. In practice we would 
choose i such that xi is minimal. Then there would be nxt terms on the 
right side of (25) involving previously calculated values of & 
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